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Natural fractures in porous media exhibit typically an irregular surface with multiple peaks or pits of variable
heights. The irregular surface influences flow and transport processes and also geochemical reactions including
precipitation and dissolution. We present a new concept for precipitation and dissolution modelling at the porescale. In our particular implementation, we used the lattice-Boltzmann method to solve the governing transport
equations using YANTRA (Patel et al., 2014). The solver is coupled with PHREEQC (Parkhurst et al., 2013) for
geochemical calculations including precipitation and dissolution. The pore-scale model allows for representing
the details of the surface roughness obtained with e.g. micro-profilometry measurements at a resolution of 1 µm
in horizontal dimension and 0.01 µm in the vertical dimension.
In a pore scale model, nodes are often described as either solid or pores. However, at the micrometer scale used to
represent the surface roughness, a precipitating phase does not always fill the complete pore space, some residual
pore space may remain in a precipitated layer covering the rock material. Consequently, mass exchange between
the fluids in the pores and the underlying rock material is still possible. Within a multilevel pore-scale model,
both resolved pores (solid/pore nodes explicitly represented in the model) and unresolved pores (porous system
within a computational node) are present which enables to account for the incomplete filling of nodes during
precipitation. Similarly, it is used for nodes in which the solid phase is dissolving or to represent gel pores (size
much smaller than the resolution of the pore-scale model).
The last aspect of our concept is the mechanism to control the amount of precipitation in a node. The solubility of
solid phases increases with decreasing pore radius. Thus, precipitation will stop before all (unresolved) pores are
filled and complete clogging of a node is avoided. The concept of the pore-size dependent solubility will control
the residual pore space in a precipitating layer.
The presentation will illustrate these concepts for the simulation of precipitation and dissolution in a rough fracture
using a pore-scale model.
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